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Preface

Once upon a time, I wondered what would happen if I announced on Facebook that I 
would make a book out of the first ten status updates I received by U.S. mail, as some 
sort of grand finale before deactivating my own account.

One thing I found out is you can’t count on people sticking to the 420 character limit, 
which was once enforced by Facebook, the social media network that had one billion 
users on Monday, August 24, 2015, according to its founder:

We just passed an important milestone. For the first time ever, one billion 
people used Facebook in a single day.

On Monday, 1 in 7 people on Earth used Facebook to connect with their 
friends and family.

When we talk about our financials, we use average numbers, but this is 
different. This was the first time we reached this milestone, and it’s just the 
beginning of connecting the whole world.

I’m so proud of our community for the progress we’ve made. Our com-
munity stands for giving every person a voice, for promoting understand-
ing and for including everyone in the opportunities of our modern world.

A more open and connected world is a better world. It brings stronger 
relationships with those you love, a stronger economy with more oppor-
tunities, and a stronger society that reflects all of our values.

Thank you for being part of our community and for everything you’ve 
done to help us reach this milestone. I’m looking forward to seeing what 
we accomplish together.

The above status update posted by Mark Zuckerburger on August 27, 2015, received 
216,000 “likes,” 10,000 comments, and was shared 17,000 times.

Fewer people will like, share, or comment on any of the contents in this book, but 
some might. Please add your comments in ink on any page, and if you enjoy your 
Slowbook experience, add a tally mark to the “Likes” page at the end.

Thank you.







Mike Koppa
Feb 22, 2013

I am initiated a new project in late November and called it Slowbook. I think it would 
be interesting to work together on this. Let me know how you feel about that.
Most regards, Mike

heavydutypress.com/current-projects/

Red handmade book with beige wrapping paper sheets, listing #114525971
Between you and Irene Lazzarin from SlowBook

Mike Koppa
Feb 24, 2013

Listing: www.etsy.com/listing/114525971/red-handmade-book-with-beige-wrapping

Hello again...

Still wondering how many pages in this book. Pray tell.

Grazie!

Mike

Irene Lazzarin
Feb 24, 2013

Hi!
sorry for the delay...I sell in my town this red book just in these days and y forgot to 
delete de articles. but i have all the materials and if you are interested i can made 
another one book and with how many pages you needs! I see your project “slow 
book”..so the world is little eheheh! i’m happy that you contact me. uor “slow book” 
projects are differents but if you want we could try to collaborate! can you explain 
me a little more how works your project? in what kind of book are you usally inter-
ested? What’s you work? 
if you want, we will keep in contact.
bye!

irene
ps:sorry for my english!

Mike Koppa
Feb 25, 2013
I will send a letter.

How sweet it is to have this conversation.

So much better than Facebook.

Mike Koppa
Feb 25, 2013
I could respond here, but lately I am getting a thrill out of postal mail, and would 
rather send you a letter in an envelope. If you would like that, please send your 
postal address, otherwise I will just reply here. Thank you for the reply!

Warm regards,

Mike

(I see Urbino on google maps and think of what a wonderful place it must be...it 
makes me want to send an envelope there!)

Irene Lazzarin
Feb 25, 2013
Ok I understand your project. I’m curious of your letter!
Would you start the letters or have I to start writing?
My address is

Irene Lazzarin
Via giro dei debitori 24
61029 Urbino (PU)
Italy

see you in my postbox!

irene

ps: urbino is very beautiful!



































Irene Lazzarin
Jun 19, 2013
Hi! I’m very sorry for haven’t write to you yet. I’m very very occupied by my last 8 
exams at the university. Write a letter in english for me is not so natural, so I need 
some time and every day i finish to work very late. But in July I will be free and i wlll 
write to you, i very appreciate your letter.

Sorry!! I will repare.
Irene

Mike Koppa
Jul 10, 2013
Irene, thank you for writing, and now it is I who must be sorry for the delay in corre-
spondence!

As for the “SLOWBOOK” I am making, I think I told you I was waiting for 10 people to 
send something for me to include. I received the tenth (#10) in the mail last month 
and will have time to put it all together in the coming months. My goal is to be fin-
ished with the project by middle November. I am not sure how many pages and what 
size book I need, but will give you that information as soon as I get it figured...I am 
hoping that will be in a week or two at the most.

More soon!

Irene Lazzarin
Jul 11, 2013
Ok perfect! today my last exam and next week i’ll write you! send me all the informa-
tion you have and then i purpose you some solution for the book :)

see you soon!
irene

Irene Lazzarin
Sep 19, 2013
Hi...have you received my letter in august? or is it lost? I hope it’s all ok!
Bye :) Irene

Mike Koppa
Sep 19, 2013
I did receive your letter and it was a real treat. I am sorry I have not been able to 
write back yet. I hope to get to that soon. I keep trying to figure out how I can get you 
involved in this Slowbook project, but I’m just not sure how it’s going to be possible. 

The only thing I can think of is maybe to just buy a book from you and use it to 
scrap-book in all the entries received. Do you have any blank books to sell? Apx 40 
pages, at least A4 page size?

Irene Lazzarin
Sep 20, 2013
Hi! Yes I have this book with A4 pages...but I don’t know what is your project, do you 
want to put the letters on the pages with the possibility to take out the sheets? like 
the old albums of photo? or do you want that the letter is also the page? maye is 
better for read the two sides. As you want! If you want explain me what is your idea 
we can project a book tighter that i can sand you with your collage (do you remem-
ber?), or if you prefer i can send you an A4 book. Don’t worry! I’m sure your project 
will be great :)

Mike Koppa
Mar 13, 2014
I am still here, and this correspondence is still on my mind. Always busy with too 
many things. I will compose a letter to you someday soon, I hope. This note is only 
to tell you that I have not forgotten about this dialogue. I hope all is well for you over 
there! Mike

Irene Lazzarin
Mar 13, 2014
Thank you! What a surprise! but have you send yet? because i have a new adress! i’m 
not in urbino, my new address is

irene lazzarin
via monte raut 1
33084 cordenons (PN)
italy

but if you sent yet the letter is not a problem, in my old home live my friends maybe 
they will receive your letter and can send to my. bye! i’ll wait your message!

Mike Koppa
Aug 18, 2014
Checking here for address and composing a letter today. Is the address above cur-
rent?

Irene Lazzarin
Aug 20, 2014
Yes I’m in Cordenons yet! I’ll wait for you letter, 
see you soon (on paper) Mike!











Irene Lazzarin
Aug 28, 2014
Hi! I received you letter, thank you very much for your words....and thank you for 
choosing me to prepare your books! I understand your idea. I can do it, by now in 
this next weeks. But I have a question: whydon’t bind directly the prints of your let-
ters? Usally do you print with your personal printer or you go in a shop? If you prefer 
to print at home ok, i’ll do the books and then you will paste the letters. But if you 
want, i purpose to print there in my city a pdf with the scanned letters and bind the 
printed pages. Usally i go to my uncle, he print digital books for family, so the qualiity 
is medium, non bad but not the best one, but with a good price. If you want I can 
ask. 
Or, returning to the original project, I can do white books. As the books will have few 
pages, i suggest the “bodoniana” cover, i attach you an image. I can do a black spine 
for all the books and different colors (not too much saturated) for the cover.
The price that you purpose it’s ok, if you want an hardcover you have to calculate 
that i’ll need to buy a lot of cardboard that it’s not cheap. When I buy the materials 
and start to work I will suggest if is better 15, or 17 dollars, or 20 ok? depends from 
the time and the materials.
I’m sure that will be a great project, and I’m really curious to read the other letters! 
Ok , let me know....I think that for this communication the mail is faster! so i can start 
in these days...
have a nice day!
Irene

Mike Koppa
Aug 28, 2014
Good morning, Irene! What a treat to find your message this morning...it’s something 
how a project can get sidelined for so long and then a little spark makes everything 
fresh and exciting again. The image you attached is absolutely beautiful.

I considered your idea to have the book pages printed by your uncle, but I think I 
would rather have you send me blank books. Here’s why: 1) It will be easier for me 
control and judge the quality of the printing if I do it here, either at home or with the 
local printer, 2) I still like the idea of pasting in reproductions of the contributions like 
a scrap book...it will be truer to the “Slowbook” title, both that it will be more intimate 
and immediate and take longer to create, and the perception of the viewer/user of 
the book will be altered as far as possible from electronic speedy media...it will be 
extra-physical, and 3) I just really like what I see in that photo you attached.

To get started, I suggest you make just one book and send it to me so I can see and 
hold it and approve it. When I have a prototype in my hands I will be able to confi-
dently tell you to make the next 24, or give you specific instruction about what needs 
to be changed (if anything). This will eliminate the chance of you misunderstanding 
my request and making 25 books of the wrong size. We don’t need any tragedy!

So, to repeat once more: I will need 25 blank books, pages can be white/natural (un-
bleached), A4 page size, 64 pages (32 leaves) + cover. I like a deckled fore edge, but 
if the paper/cost prohibits it, please trim as necessary. I REALLY like the book in the 
picture you sent. The cover is perfect as it is. I don’t know if this is what you call hard-

Irene Lazzarin
Sep 1, 2014
Good morning Mike!
Yes we are in a strange world, between the afraid of living all day “online” and its 
comfort! 
I think that your idea of a first book as “test” is really good...as you see in my letters, 
my english is not so good (ahaha, what a shame!).
I reflected on your concern of the thickness. The binding can’t do so much but the 
materials can. I think that the book’s pages must be about 80/90 grams (light, a little 
bit heavier than the normal photocopy paper). Also the paper for the print must be 
not too much heavy (not more than 100 grams).
Moreover, i think that you could paste the letters with the spray glue, do you know? 
Is good because is like a sticky layer on the paper, but you have too use absolutely a 
good one, because the bad ones stains the paper. It’s only a suggestion, but I think 
that could be a good solution. If you prefer, you can also use the transparent cor-
ners that you see in the image that i have attached.
A question: you named the book “scrapbook”. Whydon’t add an elastic strip like 
in the famous Moleskine? It could help to keep close the book also if is a little bit 
thicker for the letters. And is really “scrapbook”. I think that finally the book, as you 
said, will be “intimate” and really concrete, so if is a little bit thicker is normal, like in 
every scrapbook where the people paste tickets and photos...
About the deckled fore edge i’m not sure that could be good...I looked some photo 
on Google and usally you find it in this books that looks like “medieval”. They are 
made with natural/artisanal paper...if I cut A3 paper the results will be not the same! 
I don’t know, if you have a photo of the result that you imagine for the fore edge 
send me a photo! I attach you the photo that I found today. But if you love it I can try 
for this “test” book and than we can decide if continue with this or not.
Last information: for realize all the hardcover (the two rigid plate of each book) I 
need six 100x70 cm sheets of cardboard. I have something at home, I can use it for 
free. If you see that is too thin I can buy a heavier cardboard. Usally is 5 euro for 
each 100x70 cm sheet.
I think that’s all! Let me know!

cover (it looks like it is), but whatever it is, I would like to know the price for making 
25 of those.

Hmmm...my only concern: pasting in additional paper to every page will make the 
book 3x thicker than your original blank book (depending on the thickness of the 
paper of the reproductions + adhesive). Now I’m wondering what kind of binding 
would accommodate this scrap book approach best. Any ideas/suggestions?

Let me know if you have further questions!

Thanks and ciao!
Mike

(ironic how we are choosing to use fast media to communicate about this book...it is 
the world we live in)



Now me too I’m exited and curious about your project that is going to see the light! 
I’ll wait the last information from you for start working! :)
Have a nice day!
Bye! (and sorry for my english!!!)
Irene

ps: Sorry for my little delay, in these days I had hosts at home this weekend!

Mike Koppa
Sep 5, 2014
Dear Irene,

Good thoughts. Yes, I agree, lightweight pages and lightweight paper for the prints 
to be pasted in. I am not much interested in spray adhesive, but I know of an adhe-
sive applicator called a Xyron machine, and this would be the right time to invest in 
one of those. It is basically a roll of 12” wide double-sided adhesive film, and there 
is an acid free adhesive available for it. I wonder if the weight of the pages should 
match the weight of the prints, or if the pages should be heavier than the prints. 
Do you have an opinion on that?

I like the idea for the elastic strap very much. Good thinking. Please add, if possible.

Forget about the deckled fore edge.

Go ahead and make the prototype with the thin cardboard. I am guessing it will be 
heavy enough.

Really looking forward to seeing your work. Maybe it’s possible we could have it 
done by the end of the year!

Irene Lazzarin
Sep 11, 2014
Hi! the inner pages are ready :)
Before start working to the cover i would send you an image with a color test. I have 
a lot of light grey cardboard for the cover. You can see it in the centre of the image. 
This color will be visible on the spine, as we decided to use the “bodoniana”. 
So I tried to put close other possibles colors that I could use for the hardcover. I 
really like the hot yellow, the black and also this white paper that you see in the infe-
rior parte of the image, is white paper with little coloured pieces of recycled paper. 
Do you like it? I can use also light green, beige, light blue, brown.
But, first of all: do you like the light gray or you prefer a dark color? I have a lot of this 
for free, but if you prefer a dark gray or brown cardboards, I can find it!
Let me know and thanks. Bye!
Irene

Mike Koppa
Sep 11, 2014
Thank you for the update.

I am not sure what you mean by “bodoniana.” Is this the binding you showed me in 
another photo...the one that I said I liked so much? I am guessing so.

If that is so, then what you mean is you will wrap the light grey boards with a colored 
paper, and if that is correct, I prefer the yellow also. Here in the U.S. we have traffic 
signs that read “SLOW” and they are that same yellow. So this is very appropriate. The 
spine...in the other image it looks like there is a colored paper over the cardboard of 
the spine also. If so, black would be the best choice, I think. But you mention in your 
message above that the spine would be the color of the light grey board...am I misun-
derstanding something?

It won’t matter too much if the spine is grey or black. Either will be okay. But the hot 
yellow cover will be perfect.

Can’t wait to see the prototype!
Mike

Irene Lazzarin
Sep 13, 2014
Ok so I go on with this beautiful yellow! Your idea of the traffic sign is perfect, and i 
really love this color. 
I have to say that I always imagined your 25 books with different variation of color, 
but maybe is good to use the same for alls. A little “problem”: the yellow paper in the 
photo is from an old hospital (it was used for the folds, I suppose) and I can’t have 
other sheets. I have for realize 8 books like this. But don’t worry! I can buy new nor-
mal paper with this color. I say you this little detail only because maybe you will see a 
little difference between the old and new paper. 
I run to the shop!

Last thing: you said that the bodoniana’ spine (yes, the bodoniana is the first photo 
that you liked) is covered. In the photo you see that is covered not whit paper but 
with a canvas, used in the binding laboratory. It’s another added cost (7.75 euro for 
all the books) but is beautiful.

(This is a really busy week for me, two photo museums called me for job! Incredible! 
I think that soon I’ll change again my address :) )
It’s good also because in a bigger city I’ll have more paper shops that in my town!

Ok see you soon with the prototype! :)
Have a good weekend!
Irene

 





Irene Lazzarin
binder of the books

Deborah Mitchell
all the writing about motorcycle travel 

Musta Fior
frontispiece

Emily Sytsma
colorful handwritten letter with 
collage on graph paper

Brandon S. Graham
poems about his history with guns and 
inkjet prints of plastic army men

Juliet McAra
five collage images on postcards

Jennifer Rauch
handwritten letter on heavily textured paper and 
linocut print depicting users of dystopic devices

Lisa Chun
two original collages on boards

William Cody
the four poems between Lisa’s collages

Jeanne Mettner
short essay passively defending motherhood 
and a poem about being in a bookstore

Lori Chilefone
postcard with squirrel tail paintbrush

Jennifer Mikulay
handwritten letter on canary note paper with article 
regarding Earth Day from The New Yorker

Eric Widi
the bit about the turkey sandwich being so excellent 
with accompanying photographic image

Tim Vermeulen
ransom note

Contributors



Colophon

November 10, 2015, 6:45 p.m. Today set a record for latest motorcycle ride in any 
year—a 50-miler including Wisconsin State Highway 56 East from Viroqua to Liberty, 
County Trunk S north to Avalanche, Y due west across 14/27/61 to the Newton Valley 
on O, O south to 56, and 56 back into Viroqua with the sun setting behind me and the 
temperature an exhilarating 49°. The motorcycle is my favorite invention of all time.

I returned to my email to find a quote from the printer—WHOA! I CAN’T AFFORD TO 
PUT THAT MUCH DOUGH INTO THIS PROJECT! So, with the layout complete and the 
blank books on hand, I put faith in an old lesson once professed to me—“Books design 
themselves!”—and reduced the size of some of the contents to maximize use of the 11 
x 17 sheets, to be printed locally and Proline Printing by Chet Melcher and his crew, and 
compromised a bit on the paper quality. It is what it is!

It has indeed been an extra slow project, largely due to other things being more impor-
tant. But here it is, full documentation of the results of a whimsical call for submissions 
for an experiment comparing the value of creating something like this to three years of 
surfing online social media.

This limited edition of 21 books, handmade by Irene Lazzarin in Italy, and scrapbooked 
together by the publisher in Viroqua, Wisconsin, contains digitally printed text (set in 
contemporary Open Sans), scans of poems and prose hand scribed by the publisher, 
and reproductions of visuals received in the post box in 2013.

Likes

Please add your tally mark here. Thank you.




